
Planaria Regeneration Lab Instructions
Follow the steps below to observe and bisect your planarian. You will need the following materials:

plastic dropper
small petri dish with cover
spring water in your dish about 1 cm deep
flat glass slide, chilled
paper towel
craft knife
piece of masking tape to label your dish’s lid
if available, a hand lens and/or microscope

1. When your teacher gives you a planarian, keep a drop of water with it on
your slide. Watch it move and observe its features, using words and/or pictures
to describe what you see in your science notebook or on your handout. Use a
hand lens or microscope (do not put a coverslip on the slide) to look closer, if
those are available to you.

2. To prepare to bisect (cut in half) your planarian, use your dropper to suck it
up off the slide (add water from your dish to your dropper, if needed).

3. Put a small piece of paper towel onto your slide and squirt the planarian back
onto it.

4. Wait for the planarian to stretch out so you will be able to cut it evenly
between the head and tail so you can make two pieces: a head end and a tail
end. Remember to use caution with the knife: keep it capped until you’re
ready to make the cut, and recap it as soon as you’re done.

5. Hold the knife blade close to the planarian, and when you can get evenly-
sized halves, push the blade straight down firmly in its middle to make one
clean cut, forming two pieces: a head end and a tail end.
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6. Suck up some spring water from your dish into your dropper, and use it to
rinse the planaria pieces into the dish.

7. Cover and label your dish, and keep it where you teacher directs.
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